Computer Cabinets
Large & Mini

Designed to protect your computer investment

66cm W x 165cm H x 61cm D
(26in W x 65in H x 24in D)

Large CPU
One adjustable shelf
Plexiglas door to protect the monitor
Ships pre-assembled (except casters)
Will accommodate a 24in monitor
Fan kit with dust filter
Four casters
Weight: 77 kgs (170 lbs)

64cm W x 84cm H x 69cm D
(25in W x 33in H x 27in D)

Mini CPU
One adjustable shelf
Ships pre-assembled (except casters)
Fan kit with dust filter
Four casters
Weight: 45 kgs (84 lbs)

Installed Fan kit with dust filter
Caster kit includes two swivel and two locking casters
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